The following experts and leaders are excellent communicators on topics of science and Christian faith. They are willing to be contacted for media interviews or to speak at churches, seminaries, universities, and conferences.

**Denis Alexander** is the emeritus director of the Faraday Institute and a member of the BioLogos advisory council. He specializes in biology and views on the historical Adam.

Contact him at dra24@hermes.cam.ac.uk
Sample talk: [http://www.baylor.edu/player/index.php?id=125950&gallery_id=5694](http://www.baylor.edu/player/index.php?id=125950&gallery_id=5694)

**Deb Haarsma** is a physicist and the president of BioLogos. She specializes in astrophysics, astronomy, the mission and ministry of BioLogos, and science and Christianity.

Contact her at pres@biologos.org
Sample talk: [https://vimeo.com/91955063](https://vimeo.com/91955063)

**Ruth Bancewicz** is a senior research associate at The Faraday Institute for Science and Religion, Cambridge (UK), where she currently works on positive expressions of the science-faith dialogue. She specializes in genetics and resources on science and Christianity.

Contact her at rmb67@cam.ac.uk
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYH8od_0jTk&app=desktop](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYH8od_0jTk&app=desktop)

**Gregg Davidson** is a professor of geology at the University of Mississippi and a speaker with Solid Rock Lectures. He specializes in geology, science and Christianity, science and Scripture, and evidence for evolution and an ancient Earth.

Contact him at davidson@solidrocklectures.org
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYH8od_0jTk&app=desktop](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYH8od_0jTk&app=desktop)

**Ted Davis** is a professor of the history of science at Messiah College and a BioLogos fellow for the history of science. He specializes in the history of Christianity and science since the Church Fathers, the Scientific Revolution, and the American controversy about origins.

Contact him at tdavis@messiah.edu

**Loren Haarsma** is a professor of physics at Calvin College and a member of the BioLogos advisory council. He specializes in views on Adam, science as a Christian calling, age of the earth, Genesis, cosmology, evidence for evolution, and human origins.

Contact him at lhaarsma@calvin.edu

**Daniel Harrell** is the senior pastor of Colonial Church in Edina, Minnesota, and a member of the BioLogos advisory council. He specializes in theology, Scripture, and applications for pastors.

Contact him at danlharrell@gmail.com
Sample talk: [http://biologos.org/resources/videos/daniel-harrell-on-how-god-is-revealed-in-creation](http://biologos.org/resources/videos/daniel-harrell-on-how-god-is-revealed-in-creation)

**Ross Hastings** is the associate professor of pastoral theology at Regent College in British Columbia. He specializes in theology, preaching, the theology and spirituality of mission, science and Trinitarian theology, and ethics.

Contact him at r hastings@regent-college.edu
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBsfzfMYzfs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBsfzfMYzfs)
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**Tremper Longman** is the Robert H. Gundry Professor of Biblical Studies at Westmont College. He specializes in topics on creation and evolution, historical Adam, and neuroscience and the Bible.

Contact him at longman@westmont.edu
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6MUfuiD5JM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6MUfuiD5JM)

**Ard Louis** is a research fellow and physicist at Oxford University and a member of the BioLogos board of directors. He specializes in biology and miracles.

Contact him at ard.louis@gmail.com
Sample talk: [http://vimeo.com/41294900](http://vimeo.com/41294900)

**Jeff Schloss** is a professor of biology at Westmont College and a senior scholar at BioLogos. He specializes in biology and the evolution of morality.

Contact him at jeff.schloss@gmail.com
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whYqOtOd3w](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whYqOtOd3w)

**Praveen Sethupathy** is an assistant professor in the department of genetics at UNC Chapel Hill. He specializes in computational biology, and genetics/genomics of complex human diseases.

Contact him at praveen_sethupathy@med.unc.edu
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmxc6NvC6YI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmxc6NvC6YI)

**Cara Wall-Scheffler** is an assistant professor of biology at Seattle Pacific University. She specializes in human evolution, evidence for evolution, worldview building, and panels with the need for a theistic evolution perspective.

Contact her at cscheff@gmail.com
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-EQY6lbOxQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-EQY6lbOxQ)

**Dennis Venema** is an associate professor of biology at Trinity Western University and a BioLogos Fellow. He specializes in genetics and the evidence for evolution.

Contact him at dennis.venema@twu.ca
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVBHqQ19PCE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVBHqQ19PCE)

**Jim Stump** is a philosopher and the Content Manager at BioLogos. He specializes in apologetics, philosophy of science, faith and reason, and science and Christianity.

Contact him at james.stump@biologos.org
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfoXThZJso&app=desktop](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfoXThZJso&app=desktop)

**John Walton** is a professor of Old Testament studies at Wheaton College and a member of the BioLogos advisory council. He specializes in cosmic origins and Genesis 1, human origins and Genesis 2, hermeneutics of the Bible and science, creation in the Old Testament, and the Image of God.

Contact him at john.walton@wheaton.edu
Sample talk: [http://biologos.org/resources/multimedia/john-walton-on-understanding-genesis](http://biologos.org/resources/multimedia/john-walton-on-understanding-genesis)

**Jennifer Wiseman** is an astrophysicist, author and speaker. She is also a member of the BioLogos board of directors. She specializes in astronomy.

Contact her at jwiseman@aaas.org

**Ken Wolgemuth** is a geological and petrochemical specialist with NExT Schlumberger and a speaker with Solid Rock Lectures. He specializes in geology, science and Christianity, science and Scripture, and evidence for evolution and an ancient Earth.

Contact him at wolgemuth@solidrocklectures.org
Sample talk: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMttmEkFJmg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMttmEkFJmg)
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